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Some of the most 
important things we do 

as members of NCPH are 
acknowledging and sharing the 

incredible work that is happening across the 
country by our colleagues in public history. As 
President of NCPH, I feel privileged to have a 
platform to highlight this work. My approach 
to this column will be to conduct video oral 

histories each quarter with 
NCPH members who will 
reflect upon their efforts to 
make history relevant and 
useful in the public sphere. 
We’ll make these interviews 
available on our NCPH 

YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCatgYw0ziUPu6Ti5KKkxHZQ/
featured) – we hope you’ll find them fun, 
interesting, and perhaps even a useful tool as 
you mentor students and interns. This quarter 

I interviewed Dr. Katherine Bynum Chavez, 
Assistant Professor at the School of Historical, 
Philosophical and Religious Studies at Arizona 
State University. Katherine teaches US history, 
historical methods, and the history of policing 
and mass incarceration. Her research focuses on 
Black and Brown freedom struggles, the carceral 
state, civil rights, gender, race, and ethnicity. 

Katherine was born and raised in Texas, and 
always knew she wanted to go to college; 
however, she didn’t know what she wanted 
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I’ll never forget the day 
in early March of 2020 
when, following an 

agonizing Board vote, I 
sat down at my computer and 

started sending cancellation emails to every 
person who had collaborated to plan NCPH 
2020 in Atlanta. Negotiating with the hotel 
was financially fraught, but the hardest part 
was letting our planning committees, tour 
guides, caterers, and contractors know that we 
would not be coming, and that all that hard 
work—in the case of our Local Arrangements 
Committee, years of it—would not come to 
fruition. I vividly remember closing my office 
door to cry, once the adrenaline wore off, not 
just because of the anxiety of the COVID-
19 crisis or the shared disappointment of 
our planning partners, but because I felt we 
had made a commitment to members of our 
community in Atlanta (and the Deep South 
in general) not to abandon them in troubled 
times. It was important to me that, as soon 
as possible, we pay the city’s public historians 
back for their investment of time and energy 
and meet that commitment.  

I’m sure this is why I’m feeling so emotional 
and excited as I watch the 2023 Program and 
Local Arrangements Committees build NCPH 
2023 in Atlanta. We’re renewing some of the 
plans we made for 2020, highlighting many 
of the tours and institutions we had originally 
planned to visit and feature. In particular, we 
can’t wait to bring attendees to the Atlanta 
History Center, which will be opening its 

doors to us for an evening event on Thursday, 
April 13. The original event was in celebration 
of our 40th anniversary and the completion 
of our 2020 Vision Endowment fundraising 
campaign. Now, we’re just celebrating being 
together again. We also want to pay homage 
to the original 2020 theme, “Threads of 
Change,” which called attention to the city’s 
thriving historical and contemporary tradition 
of crafting and handmaking. We hope to 
highlight some of those craftspeople and 
invite attendees to take part in some crafting 
opportunities of your own. 

From the very beginning of the planning 
process for the 2023 conference, it was a 
relief to discover that everyone was on the 
same page: the NCPH staff and board, our 
Program Committee co-chairs Marla Miller, 
Tara White, and Lacey Wilson, and eventually 
the full Program Committee and Local 
Arrangements Committee teams. We all felt, 
after nearly three years of virtual conferences, 
that it wasn’t viable to slip back into the old 
ways of doing in-person conferences. We’ve 
had a lot of time to think about what we miss 
the most about these events—and, on the flip 
side, what we don’t miss and therefore don’t 
need to keep. We value our time together face-
to-face differently, we feel a renewed sense 
of urgency to tackle public history’s biggest 
and most persistent challenges, and we want 
to follow our instincts toward more flexible, 
spontaneous content. 

From this, the theme “To Be Determined” 
was born. “To Be Determined,” or “TBD,” as 
we tend to call it, started as a joke. After all, in 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Atlanta fiber artist Aisha Lumumba’s quilt “I Am Not My Hair” was a 
featured image for NCPH 2020. We’re looking forward to paying 
homage to Atlanta’s craftspeople in 2023 as a nod to our 2020 
program. Used courtesy of Aisha Lumumba.

Muhammad Yungai’s “We Shall Always March Ahead” mural. Image by 
Chris Watkins and used courtesy of ACVB.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCatgYw0ziUPu6Ti5KKkxHZQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCatgYw0ziUPu6Ti5KKkxHZQ/featured
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HISTORY supports the NCPH for 

promoting the value and signifi cance 

of history every day. 
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PATRONS & PARTNERS

PATRONS PARTNERS
HistoryTM

Indiana University – Purdue University Indianapolis, Dept. of History

University of California, Santa Barbara, Dept. of History

Rutgers University – Camden, Mid-Atlantic Regional Center for the Humanities 

Kristin Ahlberg

American Association for State and Local History

American University, Dept. of History

The American West Center, University of Utah

Arizona State University, School of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies 

Bill Bryans

Chicago History Museum

Duquesne University, Dept. of History

Laura Feller

Ferrum College, Dept. of History

Elizabeth Edwards Harris

Historic St. Mary’s City Commission

Historical Research Associates, Inc.

International Federation for Public History 

Jule Collins Smith Museum of Fine Art at Auburn University

Loyola University, Dept. of History 

Middle Tennessee State University, Dept. of History

New Mexico Historic Sites

New Mexico State University, Dept. of History

Omeka

Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission

Michael Reis

Robert Russa Moton Museum

The Rockefeller Archive Center

Taylor Stoermer

University of Central Florida, Dept. of History

University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Dept. of History

University of Nevada Las Vegas, Dept. of History

University of North Alabama History Dept. & Muscle Shoals National Heritage Area

University of South Carolina, Dept. of History

University of West Georgia, Dept. of History

Wells Fargo Corporate Heritage

Robert Weyeneth

Gerald Zahavi

Alabama Department of Archives  
& History

Alexandria Library

Arthur A. Wishart Library, Algoma 
University

Baldwin Wallace University, Dept. of 
History

Ball State University, Dept. of History

Bryan & Jordan Consulting, LLC

California State University at Chico, 
Dept. of History

California State University, 
Sacramento, Dept. of History

Canadian Museum of Immigration at 
Pier 21

Carleton University, Dept. of History

Central Connecticut State University, 
Dept. of History 

The CHAPS Program at The 
University of Texas – Rio Grande 
Valley 

Florida State University, Dept.  
of History

Georgia College, Dept. of Historic 
Museums

Historic Mobile Preservation Society

History Associates, Inc.

IEEE History Center at Stevens 
Institute of Technology

Kentucky Historical Society

Sharon Leon

Meijer Heritage Center

Minnesota Historical Society

Missouri Historical Society

Montclair State University, Dept.  
of History

National Library of Medicine of the 
National Institutes of Health

Naval Undersea Museum 

New York University, Dept. of History

North Carolina African American 
Heritage Commission

North Carolina State University, 
Raleigh, Dept. of History

Ohio University, Dept. of History

Oklahoma State University, Dept.  
of History

Piraeus Bank Group Cultural 
Foundation

Shippensburg University, Dept.  
of History

St. John’s University, Dept. of History

University of California Santa Cruz, 
Dept. of History

University of Houston, Center for 
Public History

University of Massachusetts Boston, 
Dept. of History

University of Missouri - St. Louis, 
Museum Studies, Heritage, and 
Public History Program

University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte, Dept. of History

University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, Dept. of History

University of Northern Iowa, Dept.  
of History

University of Texas at El Paso, Institute 
of Oral History

University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, 
Dept. of History

West Virginia University, Dept. of 
History

Western Michigan University, Dept.  
of History

William G. Pomeroy Foundation

THANK YOU!

The support of the following, each a leader in the field and committed to membership at the Patron or Partner level, makes the 
work of the National Council on Public History possible.
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NCPH inspires public engagement with the past and 
serves the needs of practitioners in putting history to work 
in the world by building community among historians, 
expanding professional skills and tools, fostering critical 
reflection on historical practice, and publicly advocating 
for history and historians. Public History News is published 
in March, June, September, and December. NCPH 
reserves the right to reject material that is not consistent 
with the goals and purposes of the organization. Individual 
membership orders, changes of address, and business 
and editorial correspondence should be addressed to 
NCPH, 127 Cavanaugh Hall – IUPUI, 425 University Blvd., 
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5140. E-mail: ncph@iupui.edu. 
Tel: 317-274-2716. Join online or renew at www.ncph.org. 
Headquartered on the campus of IUPUI, NCPH is grateful 
for the generous support of the IU School of Liberal Arts 
and the Department of History.

Images from Flickr are used under Creative Commons 
license as described at http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en.

Printed on 50% recycled paper 
(25% post-consumer waste)

Kristine Navarro-McElhaney 
President

Denise Meringolo 
Vice President

Gregory Smoak 
Immediate Past President

Sharon Leon 
Treasurer

Edward Roach 
Secretary

Stephanie Rowe 
Executive Director

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL  
ON PUBLIC HISTORY

Kelan Amme 
Kendall Park, NJ

Nicole Anderson Cobb 
Champaign, IL

Alex Barrows 
Berkeley, CA

Jamie Blizzard 
Belton, TX

Baylee Browning-Atkinson 
Blue Point, NY

Jessica Cain 
Onancock, VA

Patricia Chadwick 
Sacramento, CA

Michael Courtney 
Salt Lake City, UT

Morgan Craig 
Billings, MT

Sophia Croll 
Chicago, IL

Austin Davis 
Pittsburgh, PA

Kimberly Davis 
Elsah, IL

Brett Dudley 
Sacramento, CA

Michael Ebert 
Channahon, IL

Michele Fenolietto 
Mount Pleasant, SC

Thomas Foster 
Washington, DC

Hermina Glass-Hill 
Midway, GA

Tracy Haper 
Thomasville, PA

Lesta Hardee 
Myrtle Beach, SC

Marilyn Hegefeld 
Ft Drum, NY

Carol Helstosky 
Denver, CO

Karena Heyward 
Palmyra, VA

Marianne Holdzkom 
Acworth, GA

Kenleigh Howard 
Chicago, IL

Wright Kennedy 
Columbia, SC

Keweenaw National 
Historical Park (Institutional) 
Calumet, MI

Laura King 
Brandon, MS

Anthony Knight 
Atlanta, GA

Bennett Koerber 
Pittsburgh, PA

Jessie Labell 
Wilmington, NC

Hannah Lahti 
Chicago, IL

LancasterHistory 
(Institutional) 
Lancaster, PA

Kelly Lankford 
Natchitoches, LA

Alexa Lepera 
Ottawa, ON, Canada

Catherine LiaBraaten 
Chicago, IL

Chi-Ann Lin 
Bridgeport, CT

Chelsea Lundquist-Wentz 
Raleigh, NC

Nicholas Maher 
Atlanta, GA

Chris Mattix 
Chicago, IL

Katie McKinna 
Castle Rock, CO

Andrew McLeod 
Sacramento, CA

Dale Mize 
Fort Collins, CO

Kristin Morrison 
Chicago, IL

Sierra Newby-Smith 
Salem, OR

Melissa Newman 
Palatine, IL

Noah Nobbe 
Indianapolis, IN

Kevin O’Connell 
Silver Spring, MD

Brian Odom 
Madison, AL

Olivia Raney Local History 
Library (Institutional) 
Raleigh, NC

Pauli Murray Center 
(Institutional) 
Durham, NC

Emily Payne 
Cincinnati, OH

Rhode Island Council for the 
Humanities (Institutional) 
Providence, RI

Elizabeth Saraceno 
Bethlehem, PA

Elizabeth Sheffer-Winig 
New Lebanon, NY

Shantella Sherman 
Washington, DC

Alysia Steele 
Oxford, MS

Adam Stensgaard 
Aurora, CO

Naomi Subotnick 
Providence, RI

Noel Sucese 
Anderson, IN

Matthew Swindell 
Beverly, MA

Angela Tamas 
Sequim, WA

Emily Taylor 
Chicago, IL

Nino Testa 
Dallas, TX

Alexandra Thompson 
San Marcos, TX

Brandon Thompson 
Tuscaloosa, AL

Joe Tropea 
Baltimore, MD

Utah Division of State History 
(Institutional) 
Salt Lake City, UT

William White 
College Park, MD

Bryan Winston 
Lebanon, NH

Maura Wood-Patterson 
Gadsden, SC

Skylar Wrisley 
Akron, OH 

NCPH would like to extend 
a special thanks to our new 
Partner members

Alabama Department of 
Archives & History (Partner) 
Montgomery, AL

Ohio University (Partner) 
Athens, OH

University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte (Partner) 
Charlotte, NC

For a complete list of NCPH 
Patrons and Partners, visit 
ncph.org/about/patrons-
partners/.
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NOTICE OF THE FALL BOARD MEETING
On October 29, the NCPH Board of Directors 
will be convening virtually in lieu of the typical 
in-person Fall Board Meeting. The board 
welcomes comments, questions, and suggestions 
from NCPH members throughout the year, and 

especially for the fall agenda. Please contact the 
executive director (rowes@iupui.edu) or the 
board at large (board@ncph.org). Individual board 
members are listed at  
http://bit.ly/ncphcommittees.

WELCOME, ALLISON!
Allison Reardon is serving as the NCPH Graduate Assistant for the 
2022-2023 academic year. She graduated from IUPUI in 2021 with a BA 
in History and a BS in Biology and is currently in her second year of the 
IUPUI Public History graduate program. Allison has previously worked 
as a graduate intern at the Indiana Medical History Museum, volunteered 
as a docent at the Benjamin Harrison Presidential Site, and interned in the 
collections department of the Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta.
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS: SHARING THE SPOTLIGHT  // CONT’D. FROM PAGE 1

to study. Initially, she considered English because she was such a 
talented writer and loved to read. But in high school, a history teacher 
shared stories, and she realized that there was so much more to the 
field of history than had ever been taught before. When she entered 
the University of North Texas (UNT), she eventually chose to focus on 
the Civil Rights movement because “my grandparents, who are from 
Southwest Texas, told me about the types of segregation that they faced 
when they were growing up. And this was something that I had never 
heard of or learned when I was a youngster in public education in Texas. 
And I just thought, why is it that we don’t learn about this history? And 
so, I decided to kind of look at both the Civil Rights movement and Texas 
[in] particular because of the ways that they intersected with  
one another.”

While working on her master’s degree at UNT, she studied and learned 
oral history methodology under Dr. Todd Moye, director of the UNT 
Oral History Program.

She describes the importance of oral history, “we have to be able to try to 
understand people’s perspectives that we’re not getting. And in traditional 
archival resources, if we’re looking at what’s located in the archives, what 
kind of newspapers are written, we’re getting only one side of history, 
one set of sources. And we’re not looking at some of the people who have 
been systematically ignored and neglected from that historical record. 
And so, oral history is one of those ways that we can capture that history. 
And that we can make it more personal for people like me, and for other 
people who are part of marginalized communities. But then also, just, we 
have a more accurate depiction of what actually happened, I think that 
that’s a pro and all sides of learning about histories, is not just learning it 
from what we can find in the archive, but learning it from people in our 
community, people in our families.”

She entered the doctoral program for history at Texas Christian 
University and worked on the Civil Rights in Black and Brown Oral 
History project (https://crbb.tcu.edu/) for three years. While the chapter 
she wrote has helped lead to the development of her manuscript, the most 
rewarding factors of this project were the relationships she developed. “In 
that process, I was able to connect with so many people that I still hear 
from to this day. People will email me sometimes, they’ll call me, and they 
say, ‘I just wanted to check in and see how things are going for you.’ They 
have become friends of mine. And it makes, I think, doing history a lot 
more rewarding because you want to make sure, too, that you’re getting it 
right for them, because they know that their stories have been neglected 
from the history books. And they did some really important work, and 
they deserve to be recognized in the same ways that we recognize other 
prominent figures.”

Katherine mentioned the important role her mentors played in her 
academic career.  “I’ve been fortunate that I’ve been able to forge 
relationships with some of the most brilliant and caring people. It’s having 
somebody that you can trust that you can bounce ideas off. And that you 
can have really deep and hard conversations with and can do so without 
judgment from that other person. And, of course, my grandparents are a 
huge influence in that as well. I always want to make sure that I’m making 
them proud. And they live in Dallas. And so of course, I write a lot about 
Dallas. And so they’re really excited to see kind of their own history be a 
part of my larger work.”

After earning her PhD, Katherine started her faculty position at Arizona 
State University (ASU) in August 2020. While navigating new terrain 
during a pandemic was a challenge, she is thankful that ASU has been an 
extremely welcoming institution. They are currently developing a new 
graduate student recruitment program that will provide “financial support 
to people who are coming from traditionally marginalized communities 
and make sure that they have a successful time at ASU. [These are] 
wonderful students who, for no fault of their own, are excluded in many 
ways from graduate education.”

This fall semester, Katherine will be the 2022-2023 Summerfield G. 
Roberts Fellow for the Study of Texas History at Southern Methodist 
University. Her book project examines how police violence prompted 
African American and Mexican American civil rights activists to form 
broad-scale coalitions in their shared struggle for police accountability. “I 
tried to center a lot of the activism that people are doing by focusing on 
how they’re using access to the ballot or ending segregation as a way to 
end police brutality.”

Katherine’s advice is this: “I found a really good community of people 
who were in the same stages as me, or maybe even slightly above me, and 
who were able to then give me advice. Just to connect helps you not feel 
so alone in the process. Because graduate school can be really difficult for 
a variety of reasons. Some of it is not related at all to the work and it’s 
more of just being isolated... And I think so much of even moving beyond 
graduate school is just needing that support as well. So finding that 
group of people who are able you’re able to connect with and relate to is 
absolutely imperative. I think it’s got to be number one. So keep going.”

I am grateful and honored that Katherine granted me time and space for 
the interview. I truly believe we can all learn from each other if we take 
the time to listen. Stay tuned for my next interview with Amber Mitchell, 
the Director of Education at the Whitney Plantation.

-Kristine Navarro-McElhaney is the President of  NCPH and assistant director 

for the Voces Oral History Center at the University of Texas at Austin.

https://crbb.tcu.edu/
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MAKING HOME FRONT CONNECTIONS
ALLENA BERRY /  

ALLENA.G.BERRY@VANDERBILT.EDU 
SUZANNE FISCHER /  
SUZANNE@EXHIBITCOACH.COM

NCPH and the National Park 
Service (NPS) have been 

collaborating on a number of 
projects to research and share 

histories of the World War II Home Front. One unique project that 
we are leading as facilitators is a three-year Working Group dedicated 
to promoting discussion of home front interpretation among NPS sites 
and other organizations who tell or would like to tell home  
front stories. 

From our first meeting in February 2022, the WWII Home Front 
Working Group has engaged in conversations that span the 
philosophical, theoretical, and practical dimensions of our historical 
practice. In addition to tackling exciting questions in and of themselves, 
these conversations have helped this working group establish the rapport 
and relationships that will be necessary to carry on our work in the next 
two years. Specifically, we are looking to develop a network of public 
and private sites, particularly connecting National Park Service sites with 
each other and with other institutions across the country, concerning 
WWII Home Front history, broadly defined, to serve as a clearinghouse 
for research, collaboration, and, potentially, content sharing. 

Outside of identifying a goal for our work moving forward, one of the 
most fruitful outcomes of our conversations has been sharing across 
sites in an informal way. These moments of sharing have allowed us to 
surface what we have been calling generative tensions (listed at right). 
These issues were identified as tensions because there is not necessarily 
a clear way to compromise between the stories that exist in the archives 
already and the stories that may not have been collected in the archives 
at the time of an event but that have been passed down through family 
over the years. And yet, we found these tensions to be generative, as 
they allowed us to name some of the challenges we were facing across 
sites and to begin thinking creatively about how to work ourselves out 
of the binary these tensions represented.

Narrative Tensions Lore (with celebratory connotations) v. Complexity

Removed stories (e.g. second or third generation 

stories) v. Original/first person accounting

Memory v. Scholarship

Expectation tensions What visitors expect v. What they encounter 

Expectation of positive, inspiring story v. More 

complex story

Relational tensions The history of the event/home front v. How that 

history intersects with those in the present day 

Expanding the story v. The perception that 

expanded storytelling negates or distorts the 

received story

Interpretive tensions The boundaries of home front stories (e.g. is the 

home front a military or an immigration story? 

Are there multiple home fronts?)  

The desire for the story to be hyper-focused v. The 

desire to make more connections

As our conversations continued, we saw that the creation of a sustained 
network for the purposes of professional development and resource 
sharing could be a way for each of us at our sites to navigate the 
aforementioned tensions and find new ways to engage the public in this 
critical work. If our past conversations are any indication of where the 
next two years will bring us, we are looking forward to more thoughtful 
engagement from this group.

Allena Berry, PhD, is a Lecturer in the Department of Teaching and Learning 

at Peabody College, Vanderbilt University. She teaches future history educators 

with a focus on the literacy practices necessary to engage young people in the 

discipline.

Suzanne Fischer is an independent interpretive planner and exhibit developer 

based in Lansing, MI.

Thank you to NCPH’s Sustaining-level members! You make the work of NCPH possible.
Chuck Arning 
Lunenburg, MA 

Renee Ater 
Washington, DC

Marianne Babal 
Mill Valley, CA 

Kristen Baldwin 
Deathridge 
Boone, NC 

Bob Beatty 
Franklin, TN

Rosalind Beiler 
Orlando, FL 

Nicole Belolan 
Riverton, NJ

Padraic Benson 
Golden, CO

Randy Bergstrom 
Santa Barbara, CA

Anthony Bertolini 
Fort Collins, CO

Melissa Blair 
Baltimore, MD

Martin Blatt 
Cambridge, MA

Shelley Bookspan 
Santa Barbara, CA 

Jane E. Boyd 
Philadelphia, PA

Clyde Brant 
St. Augustine, FL

James Brooks 
Athens, GA 

Leisl Carr Childers 
Fort Collins, CO 

Larry Cebula 
Spokane, WA

Priya Chhaya 
Alexandria, vA 

Michael Devine 
Seattle, WA 

Jennifer Dickey 
Kennesaw, GA

John Dickson 
Pittsfield, MA

Michael Duchemin 
San Antonio, TX 

Kevin Fayles 
Salt Lake City, UT

Susan Ferentinos 
Port Townsend, WA

Suzanne Fischer 
Lansing, MI

Kathleen Franz 
Washington, DC 

Laura Galke 
Richmond, VA

Michael Glickman 
Great Neck, NY

Emily Greenwald 
Missoula, MT 

Donald Hall 
Silver Spring, MD 

Michelle Hamilton 
London, ON, Canada

Keith Hebert 
Prattville, AL 

Al Hester 
Columbia, SC 

Joshua Jenkins 
Orlando, FL

Claire Jerry 
Washington, DC

Trevor Jones 
Lincoln, NE 

Brian Joyner 
Washington, DC 

Lara Kelland 
St. Louis, MO 

Lynn Kronzek 
Burbank, CA 

Louis Kyriakoudes 
Murfreesboro, TN 

Modupe Labode 
Silver Spring, MD

Michael Lawson 
Annandale, VA

Kate Littleboy 
Greenbrae, CA

Alexandra Lord 
Washington, DC 

Katherine Maas 
Alexandria, VA

Vanessa Macias Camacho 
El Paso, TX

CM Marihugh 
Austin, TX

Denise Meringolo 
Alexandria, VA 

Holly Metz 
Hoboken, NJ

Karen Miller 
Bellevue, NE 

Laura Miller 
Hadley, MA

Nicole Moore 
Canton, GA

Kristin Morris 
Los Altos, CA

Linda Morton 
New Albany, IN

Kristine Navarro-
McElhaney 
Austin, TX

Tracy Neumann 
Detroit, MI

Monica Orozco 
Santa Barbara, CA 

Katherine Ott 
Washington, DC 

Melissa Prycer 
Dallas, TX

Lynn Rainville 
Lexington, VA

Jeannie Regan-Dinius 
Indianapolis, IN

Mary Rizzo 
Newark, NJ

Edward Roach 
Dayton, OH

Alan Rowe 
Indianapolis, IN 

Stephanie Rowe 
Indianapolis, IN 

Philip Scarpino 
Indianapolis, IN 

Tom Scheinfeldt 
Storrs, CT

Angela Smith 
Fargo, ND

Gregory Smoak 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Mark Speltz 
Lafayette, CA

Jennifer Stevens 
Boise, ID

Jon Taylor 
Lees Summit, MO

Santi Thompson 
Houston, TX 

Robert Townsend 
Alexandria, VA 

Max van Balgooy 
Rockville, MD

Beth van Duzer 
Concord, MA

William Walker 
Cooperstown, NY

Anne Whisnant 
Chapel Hill, NC 

Mieux Williamsen 
Northfield, MN

William Willingham 
Portland, OR 

Amy Wilson 
Roswell, GA 

Robert Wolff 
New Britain, CT 

Joan Zenzen 
Rockville, MD
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WORK HARD, PLAY HARD AT NCPH 2023 // CONT’D. FROM PAGE 1

MAKE YOUR MARK ON NCPH 2023

the middle of so much uncertainty, how could 
we really plan for anything? And then, as the 
co-chairs talked it out, it was a joy to watch 
them come to the shared realization that these 
days there are very few rules. It’s okay if the 
plan is “What does it mean that we can’t plan?” 
What does it mean for our field that we don’t 
know what the future holds, even in the short 
term? How can we hold space for conversations 
that will happen organically when we get in a 
room together and the frustrations, fears, and 
strategies for dealing with that uncertainty 
come pouring out? “To Be Determined” unites 
two ideas: that we don’t know for sure what is 
coming, and that we will need the support of 
our colleagues and friends to meet the demands 
of an unknown future with determination to 
be equal to those challenges.  

You can expect fewer traditional concurrent 
sessions at NCPH 2023 and more content in 
other formats more in line with this vision. 
There will be more working groups, which ask 
folks to come together for months before the 
meeting and often for months after, ensuring 
that the conference is a meeting point for 
sharing and feedback in the midst of sustained 
work. If you plan to come to NCPH 2023, I 
encourage you to strongly consider joining a 

working group that speaks to your interests 
and expertise, so you can contribute to one of 
these conversations and find meaning from 
it that stretches beyond the four days of the 
in-person conference. Even more than usual, 
session formats may surprise you, with more 
participatory and workshop-style sessions. 
Thursday afternoon of the conference, we’ll 
be halting even this business to convene an 
unconference that will be focused on putting 
our heads down as a group to come up with 
strategies for making public history stronger, 
nimbler, and more equitable.

In more ways than one, COVID-19 is still 
with us. At the conference, we’ll be providing 
face masks for attendees, and we’re strongly 
considering requiring masks indoors at the 
conference hotel. If you have strong feelings 
on this issue, I encourage you to email us 
at ncph@iupui.edu; not only does it help 
inform our decisions, but we pass that kind 
of feedback along to conference venues and 
city visitors bureaus, which in turn informs 
the resources they offer groups like ours. We 
also recognize that for many of you, travel in 
general or travel to Atlanta in particular may 
not be feasible. For those folks—and for the 
purposes of continuing the work we undertake 

in the spring—we’ll be convening a virtual 
follow-up conference later in 2023. While we 
don’t have the capacity to offer a simultaneous 
hybrid conference, we are determined to 
continue investing in virtual conferences and 
other programs that will speak with and build 
off in-person events. In this way, we hope 
everyone can participate at your comfort level.

I’ve missed you all very much, and I hope to see 
you in Atlanta next April. I can’t wait to have 
an entire conversation where not one of us is 
accidentally muted.

-Meghan Hillman is NCPH’s Program Manager.

We can’t wait to see our NCPH family 
next April in Atlanta, Georgia, for our 
first in-person conference since 2019. We 
expect four days full of fun, hard work, great 
networking, and productive conversations that 
will re-energize us for the demands of living 
and doing public history in a time of precarity 
and anxiety. Now more than ever, we rely 
on connection and the power of many minds 
together to do this work.    

We invite you to reserve a booth in our exhibit 
hall at the Hyatt Regency Downtown, advertise 
in the conference Program, or sponsor an 
event, feature, or product of the conference 
(like face masks). Reach potential customers, 
partners, or students; promote the latest 
scholarship, forthcoming titles, and journals 
from your press; and share the vital work of 
your organization. For more information, visit 
https://ncph.org/conference/2023-annual-
meeting/support/. 

IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO GET WITH THE 
PROGRAM
The Program Committee is in the process of 
evaluating session, workshop, and working 
group proposals for #NCPH2023, but other 
opportunities to get on the program are either 

available now or will open soon. Our Call for 
Posters, Call for Working Group Discussants, 
and other open calls between now and next 
April will help you find the right venue to 
share your work and connect with your fellow 
public historians. The hub for all conference 
CFPs, where you’ll find information about 
what we’re looking for or a link to the 
relevant submission form, is https://ncph.org/
conference/2023-annual-meeting/calls-for-
proposals/. 

CALL FOR POSTERS 
The poster session is a format for presenters 
eager to share their work through one-on-
one discussion and is particularly appropriate 
where visual or material evidence represents 
a central component of the project. Poster 
proposals are due October 7. In addition to 
the in-person poster session in Atlanta, we’ll 
be inviting poster presenters to share their 
posters in a virtual space later in the year as 
part of our online conference.  

CALL FOR WORKING GROUP 
DISCUSSANTS 
Each working group will be led by facilitators, 
whose topic has already been proposed and 
selected by the Program Committee. They’ll 

be looking for 8-12 individuals to join them in 
preconference online discussion, to exchange 
brief case statements, and to meet in person 
during the conference. The Call for Working 
Group Discussants will open as soon as 
the working group selections are finalized 
(expected by mid-September) and will be open 
through the end of October.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO COME
Between the in-person conference and virtual 
follow-up conference, we’re likely to have new 
opportunities for presenting your work come 
up in the next few months. Keep an eye on the 
conference website and our Twitter (twitter.
com/ncph) for the latest calls for participation!

Atlanta History Center’s Cyclorama exhibit will be open to attendees 
during NCPH’s Evening at the Atlanta History Center on April 13. Image 
by Kevin Rose and used courtesy of ACVB & AtlantaPhotos.com.

The Atlanta skyline. Image by Gene Philips and used courtesy of ACVB 
and AtlantaPhotos.com.
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